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Abstract. Biichi has proved that if L is a rational to-language, then there exists a finite congruence 
for which L is saturated in the following sense: [u][v]" c~ L#O~[u] [v ]° ' c  L. Here, we define 
the syntactic ongruence of .L, which is the largest congruence having this property. 
Introduction 
It is well known that a language L c A* is rational (regular, or recognizable) iff 
there exists a finite congruence over A* such that L is a union of  congruence classes. 
Moreover, there exists a largest such congruence, the so-called syntactic ongruence 
of L. 
In [2], Biichi proved that if L is a rational to-language, there exists a finite 
congruence - over A* such that the following two properties hold: 
(i) [u][v]  ~' nL~O:=>[u][v]°'c L, 
(ii) L is a finite union of sets [u][v] ~', where [u] is the b-c lass  of u. 
Indeed, these two properties are always equivalent for finite congruences and, by 
analogy with the usual case of languages in A*, we say that the finite congruence 
recognizes the to-language L if the two above properties are satisfied. Therefore, 
the result of Biichi can be rephrased: every rational to-language is recognizable, whilst 
the converse is a consequence of the celebrated Biichi's theorem [2]. 
Next we prove that if a to-language L is rational (or recognizable), there exists 
a largest congruence which recognizes it and we give an explicit definition of the 
syntactic congruence for languages in A°'; thus, we name this congruence the 
syntactic congruence of  L. 
This note contains two parts. In Section 1 we recall some preliminary notions 
and results, we introduce the notion of a recognizable to-language and we prove 
Kleene's theorem for to-languages. In Section 2 we define the syntactic ongruence 
and we prove it to be the largest one which recognizes a rational to-language. 
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1. Preliminaries 
A congruence  - over  A* is an equiva lence relat ion wh ich  satisfies: Vu, u', v, 
we  A*, u -u '~vuw~ vu'w. We denote  by [u]  the - - c lass  o f  u restr icted to A ÷ 
and we say that this congruence  is finite if it has a finite number  of  classes. 
It is well  known [3] that  i f  ~ is a finite congruence  over A*, [u]  c A ÷ is a rat ional  
language. 
The B i i ch i -McNaughton  Theorem gives several equivalent def in i t ions o f  a rat ional  
to- language (see [3]). We single out the fo l lowing one: Lc  A °' is said to be rat ional 
if L = [._J ~ K~L~', where  K~ and L~ are rat ional  languages in A ÷. 
Let L c A °" be any to- language and - be any congruence over  A*. We say that 
I ~ saturates L if [u ] [v ]  °' n L~O:=>[u][v] °" c L; 
- -  ~ covers L if L = U{[u][v]O' luv °" ~ L} 
Lemma 1.1. I f  ~ is a f inite congruence, then ~ saturates L iff -~ covers L. 
Proof. The idea of  this p roo f  can be found in [2]. 
(1) Let us assume that -- saturates L. We get: Vu, v e A*, [u ] [v ]  °" c L or  [u ] [v ]  °' c 
A ~' - L. In order  to prove that  - covers L, we first have to prove A °' = [.-J,,,o~A* [U][V]% 
Let u be in A°'; s ince -- is finite, by Ramsay 's  theorem (referred to in [2]), there 
exist Uo, u~, . . . ,  u , , . . ,  c m ÷, v ~ A* such that u = UoUl... u , . . .  and v ~ u~ - u2 
. . . .  u, . . . .  , hence  u ~ [Uo][V]% 
Hence,  we get L = [._] {[u][v]O'l[u][v] °" ~ L}; but, since - saturates L, uv "° ~ L iff 
[u] [v]  °" c L, and L = [..J {[u][v]°' luv ~" ~ L}. 
(2) Let us assume that  -- covers L. S ince ~- is finite, L is a finite un ion  of  sets 
[u] [v]  °' where  [u]  and Iv]  are rat ional languages in A ÷, hence  L is rat ional .  Let u 
and v be such that [u ] [v ]  °' c~ L is not empty.  Since [u ] [v ]  '° c~ L is a rat ional ,  nonempty  
to-language, by def init ion,  it contains an ul t imately per iodic  word  xy°'; then there 
exist p, p', q, q '~  0, y-~, Y2 E A* such that y = YlY2, xyP'Yl ~ [u ] [v ]  p, Y2Yq'yl E [V] q. Let 
Wl =xy~"y~, WE =y2yq'yl.  We have w~w'~ = xy'° ~ L, hence,  [w~][w2]" c L and,  since 
is a congruence,  Wle[U][V] p ~[u] [v ]  p c [w l ] ,  w2e[v]  q ~[v]qc[w2] ,  hence,  
[u ] [v ] "  c [wl][w2] ~' c L and  ~ saturates L. [] 
Thus, we say that a finite congruence  recognizes an to- language L if it satur- 
ates/covers this language and we say that  an to- language is recognizab le  if it is 
recognized by a finite congruence  (see also [4]). 
Theorem 1.2. An to-language is recognizable i.ff it is rational. 
ProoL Biichi has proved  [2] that  every rat ional  to- language is saturated by a finite 
congruence.  Conversely ,  i f  L is covered by a finite congruence,  it is rat ional .  [] 
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2. The syntactic congruence 
Let L be any w-language. Let us define the relation ~ over A* by w = w' iff Vu, 
vl, v2~ A*, U(DIW/)2) w E L iff U(V lWt I )2)  w E L and ~)lW~22 uw E L iff /)IW'/)2 ut° E L. 
It is clear that ~ is a congruence. Let us call it the syntactic ongruence of L and 
let us denote by Uu~ the ~-c lass  of u restricted to A +. 
Lemma 2.1. The syntactic ongruence o f  L is larger than any congruence which saturates 
L. 
Proof. We have to prove that if ~ saturates L, then w ~ w' implies w ~ w'. Let us 
t .  assume w--- w , then [vlwv2] = [vlw'v2]. I f  u(v~wv2) °" ~ L, then, since ~ saturates L, 
[u][vlwv2] "° c L, hence [u] [v lw'  v2] °" c L and U(VlW'V2) °" ~ L. Similarly, vlwv2 u°" ~ L 
implies v~ w'v2u °" ~ L. It follows that w ~ w'. [] 
Lemma 2.2. I f  L is rational, its syntactic congruence is finite and recognizes L. 
Proof. I f  L is rational, it is saturated by a finite congruence and, by Lemma 2.1, 
is finite. 
Let us assume that the rational w-language ~u~v~ °" ~ L is not empty. Like in the 
proof of  part (2) of Lemma 1.1, we get that there exists w~w~ L such that 
[[ u][[ v~ °' c ~ Wl]~ w2] °'. Thus, it remains to prove, in order to obtain that ~ saturates 
L, that uv°'~ L~u~v~c L. I f  this is not the case, there exists xy °" ~u~v~° ' -L .  
I to ?~ The infinite word xy "~ can be written UoV~... vp(v~. . ,  vq) with Uo ~ u, vi ~ v j~ v, 
hence, UoVl . . . vp= uv P, v~ . . . v'q= v q, and uv °" ~ L iff uve(vq)  "° ~ L iff 
UoV~... vp(vq) ~" ~ L iff UoV~... Vp(V~.. .  Vq) ~ ~ L, a contradiction. [] 
From Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2 we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.3. The syntactic congruence o f  a rational w-language is f inite and is the 
largest one which recognizes this language. 
Note. From Lemma 2.2 it follows that if L is rational, then its syntactic ongruence 
is finite, but the converse is not true: two w-languages which have the same set of 
ult imately periodic words will have the same syntactic ongruence, thus, even if a 
language has a finite syntactic congruence, it cannot be recognized by this con- 
gruence. 
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